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A VERY HETERGENOUS CLASS

1st year (21) 

2nd year (4) 

3rd year (1) 

C1(4) 

B2 (17)

B1-B2 (5)

26 undergraduate students

8 scientific

disciplines

Biochemistry (5) 

Chemistry (2)

Physics (9) 

Civil engineering (1)

Aeronautics (2)

Mathematics (3)

Biology (3)

Chemical engineering (1) 

Various Levels 

in French

Scientific knowledge



A CHALLENGE

how to design a course that combines the French 
language with 8 scientific subjects and allows the 
students to develop their skills in French for Science? 



AN ACTION-ORIENTED APPROACH

A representation of the CEFR’s model of language use and learning



UNDERSTANDING COMPLEX PHENOMENA AND MAKING
THEM APPROACHABLE TO A LARGE AUDIENCE

2 MACROTASKS



4 MODULES

4

Presenting a 

conference that

popularises the 

challenge.

1

making students 

aware of climate 

change 

and the benefit of 

interdisciplinary work.

2

collecting data 

about one current 

challenge, finding  

out causes, 

consequences, 

solutions and 

drawing 

recommendations.

3

Conceiving and 

building an 

interdisciplinary

poster.



MODULE 1: WARM-UP



MODULE 1: 



UNDERSTANDING COMPLEX PHENOMENA AND MAKING
THEM APPROACHABLE TO A LARGE AUDIENCE



CLIMATE CHANGE: REDUCING CARBON EMISSIONS

Student in 

Physics

Student in 

biology

Student in 

chemistry

Student in 

aeronautics

Student in Chemical 

engineering

Student in 

mathematics

Student in 

biochemistry

Reduction

of CO2

Reduction

of CO2
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MODULE 2: EXPERIENCING INTERDISCIPLINARY
TEAMWORK AND CONFLUENCE WIKI SOFTWARE

CLIMATE CHANGE and CARBON REDUCTION

Discipline Solution Scientific source

Chemistry Carbon Recycling Thibault Cantat

Biology Palynology J.P. Suc et J. Defer

Engineery Carbon capture and 

sequestration

Caltech (Californie)

Biochemistry Artificial photosynthesis Dohyung Kim, Berkeley 

Lab

Physics Artificial tree Klaus Lackner

Aeronautics Solar aviation, ANSAT 

(Norwegian student satellite 

program)

Bertrand Piccard

NAROM, ARR, NSC

Geologic

Sequestration of Co2

Catalytic

converter by 

Berkeley Lab, 

converts CO2 in 

Ethylène



TEAM WORK
AND WIKI

Explaining

MEDIATION

Writing

session 

report

S
um

m
a

rising



A CHAIN OF ACTIVITIES

Reading-co-reading

Interaction

double-mediation

Summary, notes, 

session reports; 

comments, 

posters

Conference

WIKI



MODULE 3: CONCIEVING AND BUILDING POSTERS

RECAP:

Why do we do this poster?

What have we done so far?

What do we know about our challenge?

What do we want to say about it?



MODULE 3: CONCIEVING AND BUILDING POSTERS

Students had to agree on the message they wanted to pass on

Build a scenario

Split the poster into textual and graphical blocks.

Select graphical documents and write clear and concise texts which 
implied to reformulate existing texts.

Creating catchy titles

Monitoring their actions

Finalising the poster: ensuring the good visibility and 
comprehension of the documents, coherence of the poster



EXHIBITION
Poster Assessment Grid

Exhibition in class and feeback sessions



EXHIBITION IN THE CENTRE FOR LANGUAGES, CULTURE 
AND COMMUNICATION



CONCLUSION

This programme values their linguistic and scientific repertoires

Puts learners at the centre

Implicates them in the process of knowledge production

Keeps their motivation high thank to the diversity of tasks and roles they perform

Develops and reinforces their skills in French thank to the intense activity of monitoring and 
double mediation that facilitate their conceptualisation of scientific terms, their memorisation and 
internalisation.
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